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STI is an independent, non-profit
research center that offers institutional
and financial support to academics
in all fields who seek to make sense
of emerging social trends and their
effects on human communities.
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A Message from the President
I am pleased to share with you the Social Trends Institute’s 2016
Annual Report. It was a very good year, in which we continued to
be productive in all our fields of activity.

Carlos Cavallé
President of Social Trends
Institute
He holds a Ph.D. in
Engineering and is Professor
Emeritus of Strategy at IESE
Business School, University
of Navarra. From 1984 to
2001, Professor Cavallé was
Dean of IESE and guided it
to become one of the world’s
leading business schools.
He is currently the president
of the Public Sector-Private
Sector Research Center;
a founder and partner of
several companies in Spain,
and the director of Spanish
and international companies.
He is a trustee at the New
York-based Institute for
Media and Entertainment,
and fellow of the Strategic
Management Society.

STI organized in 2016 four major Experts Meetings in three
venues. Technology and the Good Society and Transforming Global
Governance were held in Barcelona; Global Finance and the Moving
Image in Pamplona, and Money Vs. Marriage in New York. The
New York event was our first with a debate format, open to the
press and to the general public. STI also continued supporting the
annual World Family Map research project, the results of which
received special recognition at the a United Nations General
Assembly Meeting as well as in the international press.
STI’s monthly newsletter included, as always, original articles,
news and interviews about some of our collaborators’ wideranging scholarly activities. Many of these contributions also had
substantial impact in general and specialized media.
2016 marked the first year that STI offered grants to graduate
students to conduct interdisciplinary research in areas of interest
to the Social Trends Institute. This successful scholarship program
will be extended to 2017 and beyond.
Further, three new books - resulting from earlier Experts
Meetings – were published by prestigious university presses.
These accomplishments are very encouraging and gratifying
to STI’s organizational structure as well as to our supporters
and donors. They contribute to reinforcing STI’s stated
mission of fostering a better understanding of current global
social challenges, through the interdisciplinary cooperation of
international scholars.
We trust that the substantial new projects in the pipeline for the
short and long term will continue to bear fruit, and that you will
continue to share our enthusiasm for these worthy projects.
Please accept STI’s gratitude for the intellectual efforts of all our
collaborators and for the generosity of our international donors.
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Activities 2004-2016
366 experts from some 150 institutions in 24 countries have
participated in 34 experts meetings and 4 graduate seminars,
resulting in 38 publications.
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Experts Meetings
Technology and the Good Society
Barcelona, Spain | February 4-6, 2016

Philosophers, sociologists and media culture scholars examined what constitutes
a “good society,” and the role that modern technological advances play in shaping
society.
Technological advancements reconfigure the ways people live, communicate and interact, and
engender changing ideals of the good, flourishing society. In recent years, new technologies in the
information, communication, medical, industrial, and other sectors have further impacted everyday
life. To be sure, they have had positive and negative repercussions on the social, political, public
health, and environmental levels, and have given rise to heated debates opposing the so-called
“technophobes” and “technophiles.”
The design, implementation, and use of technology are not value free. We must reflect critically
on the implications of, for instance: biotechnology advancements to improve health and food;
developments in nanotechnology for new diagnostic and therapeutic techniques; biometric
technologies for law enforcement and immigration control; robotics advancements for the
care of the elderly; military technology advancements for national security; information and
communication technologies for social connection and sharing (and for massive surveillance and
online security). Though each of these examples is fraught with unique social and ethical challenges,
what they share is a capacity to generate risks and benefits that affect the flourishing of a society in
which all citizens should, in principle, enjoy some minimal threshold level of material well-being,
satisfaction of their psychosocial needs, respect of their fundamental rights as persons and citizens,
and access to primary goods.
This Experts Meeting directly tackled this issue by examining different approaches to the good
society, by evaluating the social and moral impact of current and upcoming technologies, and by
providing informed insight into the ways technology fosters or thwarts the thriving of a good
society.

“These presentations brought to the fore
the advantages and the downsides of technological
systems and procedures, and their implications
for the values we want to foster in a good society.”
Omar Rosas
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EXPERTS MEETINGS | CULTURE & LIFESTYLES

Principal Inquiries
Within the context of this meeting, we focused particularly on the following questions:
1. Technology and the Good Society. What theoretical and empirical approaches are
best suited to study the good society in a technological culture? What are the social and
ethical implications of technology for the good society? What kinds of technology impact
on specific dimensions of the good society? What is the role of cultural models in the
constitution of a good society in a technological age?
2. Designing for the Good. To what extent does technology design impinge upon the project
of a good society? What values in technology design are best suited for the good society?
What design procedures are worth promoting for different conceptions of the good society?
3. Promoting the Good. In which ways can technology shape and foster—or obstruct and
thwart—values such as equality, solidarity, security, social inclusion and empowerment?
How much technological risk should we accept in order to improve the lives of citizens? Is a
strongly technologized society a good one?
4. Technology and Social Responsibility. How can social responsibility be normatively framed
in a technological culture? What models of public participation are suitable for evaluations
of risky technologies and attributions of social responsibility? What social divides are created
by the implementation and use of different technologies? What conflicts of interest between
stakeholders stem from specific technology implementations?
5. Technology and Policies. To what extent does technology influence policy making
processes, and conversely, how do social, political and cultural circumstances contribute to the
development and implementation of technology? What technology policies are best suited
for different conceptions of the good society?
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EXPERTS MEETINGS | CULTURE & LIFESTYLES

Academic Leader

Speakers

Luciano Floridi

Philip Brey

Mark Coeckelbergh

University of Oxford

University of Twente

De Montfort University

“Facebook already knows a ton

“Value-sensitive design

“Our evaluation of technology’s

soon will know everything about

arrive at designs that support the

define ‘social’ in strictly human

about a billion people’s lives, and
billions.”

methodology can be used to
overall quality of society.”

impact on society will differ if we
terms or include technology.”

Rachel Prentice

Johnny Søraker

Cornell University

University of Twente

“What happens to ethics,

“The application of empirical

practices become techno-

the philosophical theory of the

responsibility, and agency when
bureaucratic?”
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research needs to be tempered by
good life.”

EXPERTS MEETINGS | CULTURE & LIFESTYLES

Brian D. Earp

Anne Kerr

Diane P. Michelfelder

U. C. for Practical Ethics

University of Leeds

Macalester College

“Many chemical substances

“The efforts of precision medicine

“The technosphere of today, and

implications for romantic

disease can introduce anxieties

one increasingly dominated by

currently in use have serious
relationships.”

to produce ‘soluble problems’ of
and unease for individuals and
society.”

that of the foreseeable future, is
post-modern engineering.”

Discussants

Ana Marta González

Omar V. Rosas

Charo Sábada

University of Navarra

University of Navarra

University of Navarra

“The better or worse quality of

“Technologies have substantial

“The facilitation of

on the better or worse quality

well-being at the individual and

overcome some of the boundaries

our societies depends ultimately
of the links that we establish
between us.”

effects on users’ quality of life and
group levels.”

communication allows us to

presented by physical distance.”
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EXPERTS MEETINGS | FAMILY

Money vs. Marriage: What’s Driving
Growing Inequality in the U.S.?
New York, USA | April 7, 2016

Law professor Naomi R. Cahn and sociologist W. Bradford Wilcox debated whether
the driving factor in growing marriage inequality is income or family structure.
The “Money vs. Marriage” debate weighed the relative importance of those two factors in driving
rising inequality among American families in terms of both income and family stability. Speakers
Wilcox and Cahn agreed on the current state of affairs and agreed that they are interrelated. Yet the
two scholars focused their attention on opposite sides of the equation.
“That family life has become more fragile and that economic inequality has become more extreme
are not in dispute. Controversy continues, however, over which trend drove the other one, a question
with implications for how we address the problems the two phenomena create,” said Wilcox. He
argued that it is ‘the retreat from marriage’ that fuels the changing economic landscape of American
families – inequalities included.
Cahn, on the other hand, claimed that the root factor driving the changes is the economic inequality
that is remaking the American family along class lines, specifically in terms of marriage. “The
divorce rate, for example, has only plateaued in the aggregate. It has dropped dramatically for college
graduates – back to the levels of the mid-1960s before no-fault divorce – while it has continued to
rise for everyone else…,” commented Cahn.
Cahn argued that shifts in the economy—from declines in non-college-educated men’s real wages
to growing income inequality—have played a central role in undercutting the stability of family
life among working-class and poor Americans. She contended that the changing economy is the
chicken that has produced the egg of changes in family structure, producing a cycle whereby that
changed structure perpetuates the changes in the economy.
Wilcox contended that the cycle begins the other way around: that it is the breakdown of marriage
that has left less-educated Americans particularly vulnerable to family instability and single
parenthood, thereby fueling family poverty, income stagnation, and economic, racial and gender
inequality.

“A purely economic theory falls short as an explanation
of the dramatic transformation of family life
in the U.S. in recent decades.”
Isabel Sawhill (Brookings)
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EXPERTS MEETINGS | FAMILY

Speakers

Naomi Cahn

W. Bradford Wilcox

GWU

University of Virginia

“In some sense, ‘the American

“The class divide in family life

family’ no longer exists.

is concerning for many reasons,

important than shared nationality

the well-being of lower-income

Economic status is now more

in shaping family structure and
choices.”

but chiefly because it imperils
children.”

Respondents

Catherine Rampell

Kay S. Hymowitz

The Washinton Post

The Manhattan Institute

“Marriage has, in other words,

“Families shape their children’s

achievement to a capstone one.”

anything government can do.”

gone from being a cornerstone

prospects more profoundly than
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EXPERTS MEETINGS | CULTURE & LIFESTYLES

Global Finance and the Moving Image
Pamplona, Spain | October 20-22, 2016

Global finance is a world unto itself, with its own rules, practices, norms,
expectations, pressures, risks and rewards. Can it be regulated from the outside or
modified from within?
Financial firms are pillars of North Atlantic capitalism. They are its elite sector, headed by powerful
and charismatic people, whose brainpower, competitive spirit, and fortunes have triggered the awe
and envy of the public. The 2007-2008 economic crisis, however, and the revelations about the
financial industry’s shadow banking, conflicts of interest, risk-taking, and violation of fiduciary ethics
have also triggered strong resentment and a wave of questioning of the industry’s modus operandi
and its protagonists’ mindsets.
The popular audiovisual media has contributed to and capitalized on this change in perception
and has produced a variety of investigative and narrative materials that explore the operations
of the industry and their social and political impact. It has created a rich archive of feature and
documentary films, television investigative journalism, and innovative digital material addressing
the industry’s business practices, corporate ethos, organizational structures, political influence,
professional glam, individual attitudes, and strategies of fraud.
This workshop was an interdisciplinary collective reflection on the value, the relevance and the
social impact of this audiovisual archive. It brought together scholars from the fields of cultural
and audiovisual studies, economic history, financial studies, business ethics, and political economy
to discuss the representation of financial services and finance capitalism in popular narrative and
documentary audiovisual culture.

“Popular culture in general and quality film
and documentary in particular tend to legitimate
their contribution to the public sphere in ethical terms
as well, trying to sell more than entertainment.”
Constantin Parvulescu (AL)
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EXPERTS MEETINGS | CULTURE & LIFESTYLES

Principal Inquiries
The critical potential of the archive and its impact on the financial industry and policy makers
Drama, populism, and the ethics of representing the financial sector
Audiovisual stereotyping and mythologizing of the financial industry
The narrative and spectacular aspects of financial transactions
The tension between the archive and promotional audiovisual representations of the financial
industry
The role played by emotions, affect and their management in the operations of the financial
sector and film and television materials
Abstraction and the financialization of audiovisual culture
Lobbying, sponsorship, and the interest of financial firms in film and television production
Academic Leader

Speakers

Constantin Parvulescu

Robert Burgoyne

Pablo Castrillo

University of Navarra

University of St.Andrews

University of Navarra

“I am interested in how

“These films adhere to the forms

“These characters serve to

culture negotiate the relationship

allegories of good and evil are

financial capitalism which, to

representations of popular

between the global finance

industry and the rest of the
world.”

of the morality play, in which

couched in secular, rather than
religious terms.”

look directly to the excesses of
some extent, is responsible of the
sunset of the American Dream.”
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EXPERTS MEETINGS | CULTURE & LIFESTYLES

Pablo Echart

Ignacio Ferrero

Karen Ho

University of Navarra

University of Navarra

University of Minnesota

“These fiction films, like The

“Amongst the virtues, prudence

“Wall Street financial institutions

helped to consolidate the figure

decision-making process, and

have a highly distilled sense of

Wolf of Wall Street (2013), have
of financial trader as a dramatic
archetype.”

can be seen as the guide in the

courage as the constant force that
pushes one in the search for the
good.”

and investment funds actually
moral order framed as social
purpose.”

Scott Loren

Joris Luyendijk

Jens Maesse

University of St. Gallen

The Guardian

University of Giessen

“We must identify the cultural

“The world of finance is governed

“The medium of film offers

economic and economies are

clauses explicitly state that you

experts to perform ‘economics’ as

and social contexts that the
bound up in.”

by a code of silence. Severance

cannot disclose anything about
your experiences.”
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opportunities for economic

a particular form of expertise on
and about financial markets.”

EXPERTS MEETINGS | CULTURE & LIFESTYLES

Jörg Metelmann

Graham Murdock

Marta Rocchi

University of St.Gallen

Loughbourough University

P. U. Holy Cross

“Cultural theorists recognize

“How adequately do fictional

“The use of dramatic narrative

a combination of discursive and

explain the underlying dynamics

teaching tool in teaching ethics.”

the economic and economies as
material practices.”

Araceli Rodríguez
University Rey Juan Carlos
“Documentaries explore the

and documentary representations
and social consequences of the

contemporary FIRE economy?”

Antonio SánchezEscalonilla
University Rey Juan Carlos

collective consciousness of

“Social cinema wrought in

well as the attempts to fight the

national crises onto local heroes

vulnerability and insecurity; as

economic and political system.”

results becomes an indispensable

the New Deal used to project

facing familiar collapses, as in the

Alejo José G. Sison
University of Navarra
“We analyze and compare the

decision-making processes of two
finance protagonists in the light
of prudence and courage.”

wake of the 2007 meltdown.”
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EXPERTS MEETINGS | CIVIL SOCIETY

Transforming Global Governance
Barcelona, Spain | December 1-3, 2016

How can contemporary global governance best be organized to achieve progress on
the world’s most pressing issues?
After World War II and after the end of the Cold War, the defining characteristic of global
governance building was states’ attempt to negotiate formal, multilateral treaties and to build norms
linked to the creation of a standing international organization as the centerpiece for governance.
Since the mid-1990s, however, the international community has attempted to address many of the
biggest current global challenges with piecemeal, modest, improvised, and provisional action. Rather
than large, articulated bureaucracies and binding treaties, these efforts often feature more nimble,
network-like organizational structures, public-private partnerships, less focus on binding law and—
arguably--less grand ambitions.
Why is this happening? Is it because of shifts in geopolitics and the general decline of U.S. power?
Shifts in the global economy? Growing complexity? Changes in ideology and fashion? Changes in
technology that make the involvement of new kinds of stakeholders and governance architectures
possible? In addition to broad structures, we also want to incorporate the strategies of the growing
number of actors involved in producing this changing governance environment. Instead of
grand plans and designs, our sense is that actors are adopting a more incremental, piecemeal, and
pragmatic approach. Changes in the structure and the actors are jointly responsible for producing
whatever outcomes we observe.
Does it matter? Should we celebrate or lament? What are the possible outcomes of this
development? Does it matter for effectiveness? Might we be seeing more cooperation but
less effective governance institutions? Is it helping or hurting the legitimacy of the global
governance system? Is the proliferation of institutions having a crowding out effect? Is it making
experimentation more likely to occur but also less likely to take hold?

“The only way to build a shared living space
deliberately is through politics.”
J. Purdy
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EXPERTS MEETINGS | CIVIL SOCIETY

Principal Inquiries
How has the architecture of global governance changed across several dimensions, including the
kinds of actors that exist, the roles they play, and their relations of authority?
Why is global governance being remodeled? What are the principal drivers, structural and
strategic, that are leading to these hypothesized changes?
What evidence is needed to assess the direction of global governance broadly and across issue
areas?
What are the effects? What are the range of possibilities? How do these changes matter for
effectiveness? For the legitimacy of the system? What are the alternative forms of regulation that
are not being tried that might help solve some of the identified problems?

Academic Leader

Speakers

Michael Barnett

Liliana Andanova

GWU

Graduate Institute

“Whereas once states were

“International governance has

many varieties of new actors,

variety of actors and institutional

the only relevant players,

including NGOs, corporations,

foundations, and even celebrities,

transformed to include a greater
arrangements.”

play a role in contemporary
governance processes.”
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EXPERTS MEETINGS | CIVIL SOCIETY

Ayelet Berman

Jacqueline Best

Thomas Hale

Graduate Institute

University of Ottawa

University of Oxford

“International organizations

“The creation of new loci of

“A regulatory regime is an

in global health governance, but

architecture of global governance

reciprocal legal commitments

continue to play a core function
their relative importance has
declined.”

authority has complicated the

by both reconfiguring authority
within existing institutions and
redistributing it outside them.”

internationally negotiated set of
between states that proscribe
behavior, with provisions for

monitoring and enforcement.”

Céline Kauffmann

Suerie Moon

Joost Pauwelyn

OECD

Graduate Institute

Graduate Institute

“There is a wide diversity of

“Development partners

“Even if new forms of global

involved in global standard-

of multilateralism that

international law, the new global

international organizations
setting.”

must engage in a new type
acknowledges and reflects both
the diversification of global
power and the need to act
together.”
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governance fall outside traditional
governance architecture needs
more, not less, attention from
legal scholars.”

EXPERTS MEETINGS | CIVIL SOCIETY

Jon Pevehouse

Kal Raustiala

Ole Jacob Sending

U. of Wisconsin-Madison

UCLA

NUPI

“Economic, technological, and

“The new wave of governance

“International Organizations are

arguably welcome possibilities for

of its predecessor, and the

entities, but – increasingly -

political changes have unleashed
new and more flexible forms of
governance.”

institutions is a pale imitation
constituent entities largely unable
to meaningfully govern
anything. ”

not bureaucratic, rule-following

market entities that are organized
around principles of risk
management.”

Duncan Snidal

Jonas Tallberg

Oliver Westerwinter

University of Oxford

Stockholm University

University of St. Gallen

“The new forms of governance

“Increasingly, International

“Formal intergovernmental

forms, not really new forms.”

transnational actors as policy

increasingly complex patchwork

are largely mutations of old

Organizations are engaging
experts, service providers,

compliance watchdogs and

stakeholder representatives.”

organizations are only part of the
of contemporary global
governance.”
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Other Activities
The Holy Land Dialogues
Jerusalem | November 6-12, 2016

In cooperation with the Saxum Foundation, the Social Trends Institute supported the first edition
of the Holy Land Dialogues. Held in Jerusalem from November 6-12, the dialogues were a series of
lectures bringing together dignitaries, academics and public intellectuals in an open forum to discuss
different ways of understanding the cultural aspects of modern social challenges. More than 430
people from 30 different countries attended.
Politicians and dignitaries gathered with the aim of shedding light on the coexistence and the
dialogue between people of different faith traditions in the Holy Land. Israeli president, Reuven
Rivlin, gave his support to the project, which STI president Carlos Cavallé described to the panel.
Other notable participants in the panel “promoting peace and understanding” were the Israeli
Minister of Tourism, Yariv Levin, the former Spanish Minister of the Interior, Jorge Fernández
Díaz, the former Polish Minister of Education, Roman Giertych, the former Israeli Minister of the
Interior and Education, Gideon Saar, and Israeli businessman Imad Yunis.
The first of the main lectures was offered by Oxford nanophysicist and Anglican theologian Andrew
Briggs, who outlined the impact of Judeo-Christian tradition on science, art, and other areas of
culture.
In the second lecture, Jewish public intellectual Eric Cohen considered the personal transformation
in the Holy Land and its potential consequences for global society. He exhorted all people of faith
to work together to reassert the moral high ground of Judeo Christian civilization.
The second edition of The Holy Land Dialogues, which STI will continue to support, is scheduled
for February 2018. It will feature different speakers on new related topics.

“Since its inception, the Saxum Project has been
committed to facilitating dialogue and finding
solutions for coexistence between people of
different religions in the Holy Land”
Saxum Foundation
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Andrew Briggs
Briggs is the inaugural holder of the Chair of Nanomaterials at the University
of Oxford. He has led several interdisciplinary projects, with major industrial
sponsorship from companies such as BNFL, Toppan, Hitachi, and Hewlett-

Packard. In February 2016, Oxford University Press published his book with
Roger Wagner entitled The Penultimate curiosity: How science swims in the
splistream of ultimate questions.

Eric Cohen
Cohen is executive director of the Tikvah Fund, a foundation devoted to

Jewish ideas. He is founding editor and editor-at-large of The New Atlantis,
and was director of the bioethics program at the Ethics and Public Policy
Center in Washington, DC.

Carlos Cavallé and Reuven Rivlin, Israeli President

Panel with Authorities
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Publications 2016
To Fix or To Heal: Patient Care, Public
Health, and the Limits of Biomedicine
New York University Press

The collected essays in To Fix or To Heal do more than document the persistence of
reductionist approaches and the attendant extension of medicalization to more and
more aspects of our lives.
Do doctors fix patients? Or do they heal them? For all of modern medicine’s many successes,
discontent with the quality of patient care has combined with a host of new developments, from
aging populations to the resurgence of infectious diseases, which challenge medicine’s overreliance
on narrowly mechanistic and technical methods of explanation and intervention, or “fixing’ patients.
The need for a better balance, for more humane “healing” rationales and practices that attend to
the social and environmental aspects of health and illness and the experiencing person, is more
urgent than ever. Yet, in public health and bioethics, the fields best positioned to offer countervailing
values and orientations, the dominant approaches largely extend and reinforce the reductionism and
individualism of biomedicine.

Joseph E. Davis and Ana Marta González (eds.),
To Fix or To Heal: Patient Care, Public Health,
and the Limits of Biomedicine, NYU Press, 2016.
358pp.

Experts related to the publication
Ana Marta González, Anne Hardy, Bruce
K. Alexander, Jon Arrizabalaga, Joseph E.
Davis, Luis Echarte and John Evans.
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PUBLICATIONS

What Society Needs from Media in the Age
of Digital Communication
Media XXI

Following the experts meeting of the same name, this book analyzes the importance
of the media in modern society. The changing nature of communication is especially
important because media and communication platforms are increasingly the primary
location in which contemporary identity, culture, and values and norms are manifest
and contested.
Media and communications are changing rapidly and their transformation is having a momentous
impact on the abilities of individuals to communicate and how society communicates within itself.
Such changes are important because media convey ideas, opinions, information, social values,
experiences, and entertainment and those are influenced by social, economic, and political forces
in society. The changing nature of communication is especially important because media and
communication platforms are increasingly the primary location in which contemporary identity,
culture, and values and norms are manifest and contested.

Robert G. Picard (ed.), What Society Needs from
Media in the Age of Digital Communication,
MEDIA XXI, 2016.
318pp.

Experts related to the publication
Douglas Kellner, Chandrika Kaul, Renee
Hobbs, Lucy Küng, Katrin Voltmer, Jolyon
Mitchell, Aimée Vega Montiel, Wolfgang
Donsbach, Robert G. Picard, Thomas
Moring, Francisco J. Pérez Latre and
Esteban López-Escobar.
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PUBLICATIONS | CIVIL SOCIETY

The Crisis of Journalism Reconsidered
Cambridge University Press

Following the experts meeting of the same name, this book considers the crisis
faced by modern journalism, questioning whether ‘crises’ can’t be reformulated as
opportunities for change.
This collection of original essays brings a dramatically different perspective to bear on the
contemporary ‘crisis of journalism’. Rather than seeing technological and economic change as the
primary causes of current anxieties, The Crisis of Journalism Reconsidered draws attention to the role
played by the cultural commitments of journalism itself. Linking these professional ethics to the
democratic aspirations of the broader societies in which journalists ply their craft, it examines how
the new technologies are being shaped to sustain value commitments rather than undermining
them. Recent technological change and the economic upheaval it has produced are coded by social
meanings. It is this cultural framework that actually transforms these ‘objective’ changes into a crisis.
The book argues that cultural codes not only trigger sharp anxiety about technological and economic
changes, but provide pathways to control them, so that the democratic practices of independent
journalism can be sustained in new forms.
Jeffrey C. Alexander, Elizabeth Butler Breese and
María Luengo (eds.), The Crisis of Journalism
Reconsidered: Democratic Culture, Professional
Codes, Digital Future, Cambridge University Press,
2016.
328pp.

Experts related to the publication
Karoline Andrea Ihlebæk, Bernard Enjolras,
Nikki Usher, Kari Steen-Johnsen, Peter
Dahlgren, Stephen F. Ostertag, David M.
Ryfe, Matthias Revers, C.W. Anderson,
Matt Carlson, Michael Schudson, Rasmus
Kleis Nielsen, Daniel Kreiss, Håkon Larsen,
María Luengo, Elizabeth Butler Breese and
Jeffrey C. Alexander.
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Publications 2004-2015
2005 | Family

2006 | Family
El matrimonio importa: Veintiséis

The Meaning of Marriage: Family,

conclusiones de las ciencias sociales

State, Market and Morals

Social Trends Institute

Spence Pub

W. Bradford Wilcox

W. Bradford Wilcox, Robert P. George and Jean
Bethke Elshtain.

2006 | Family

2007 | Family

Ehe und Gemeinwohl. Zehn Leitlinien

Matrimonio y bien común: Los diez

Witherspoon Institute

principios de Princeton

Peter Petzling and Manfred Spieker

Social Trends Institute

2007 | Culture & Lifestyles

2008 | Governance

Fashion and Identity: A

Ethics in the Service of Business

Multidisciplinary Approach

Management

Social Trends Institute

Metropolis Verlag

Ana Marta González and Laura Bovone (eds.)

Hans Thomas and Johannes Hattler (ed)

2008 | Governance

2008 | Culture & Lifestyles

Rethinking Business Management:

Gender Identities in a Globalized

Examining the Foundations of

World

Business Education

Prometheus Books

Witherspoon Institute

Ana Marta Gonzalez and Victor Seidler (eds.)

Samuel Gregg and James R. Stoner

2008 | Family

2008 | Bioethics
Marriage and the Public Good

Embryo: A Defense of Human Life

Witherspoon Institute

Doubleday

David Forte, Jean Bethke Elshtain, Roger
Scruton, Mary Ann Glendon, David Eggebeen,
Maria Sophia Aguirre, Robert P. George, Daniel
Cere and Hadley Arkes.

Robert P. George and Cristopher Tollefsen.

2009 | Governance

2009 | Civil Society

Profit, Prudence and Virtue

Entre el derecho y la moral

Imprint Academic

Thomson Reuters Aranzadi

Samuel Gregg and James Stoner (eds)

Robert P. George
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PUBLICATIONS 2004 - 2016

2010 | Civil Society

2010 | Civil Society

The Social Costs of Pornography: A

The Social Costs of Pornography:

Collection of Papers

A Statement of Findings and

Witherspoon Institute

Recommendations

James R., Jr. Stoner and, Donna M. Hughes (ed)

Witherspoon Institute
Mary Eberstadt and Mary Anne Layden

2011 | Bioethics

2011 | Culture & Lifestyles
Frontiers of Globalization: Kinship

Is This Cell a Human Being?

and Family Structures in Africa

Springer

Africa World Press

Antoine Suarez and Peter Adams (eds.)

Ana Marta Gonzalez, Florence Oloo and Laurie
DeRose

2011 | Family

2011 | Governance
The Sustainable Demographic

The Responsible Corporation in a

Dividend

Global Economy

Social Trends Institute

Oxford University Press

W. Bradford Wilcox (ed)

Colin Crouch and Camilla MacLean

2011 | Civil Society

2012 | Culture & Lifestyles

La pornografía. Sus efectos sociales

Identities Through Fashion

y criminógenos. Una aproximación

Berg Publishers

multidisciplinar

Ana Marta Gonzalez (ed)

B de F
José R. Agustina and others

2012 | Governance

2012 | Family

Natural Law, Economics and the

El Dividendo Demográfico Sostenible

Common Good

Social Trends Institute

Imprint Academic

W. Bradford Wilcox (ed)

Samuel Gregg and Harold James (eds)

2012 | Family

2012 | Bioethics

Whither the Child? Causes and

Embrión: Una Defensa de la Vida

Consequences of Low Fertility

Humana

Paradigm Publishers

Rialp

Eric P. Kaufmann and Wilcox W. Bradford (eds)

Robert P. George and Christopher Tollefsen
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PUBLICATIONS 2004 - 2016

2013 | Bioethics

2013 | Family

Is Science Compatible with Free Will?

Mapa mundial de la familia 2013

Springer

Child Trends

Antoine Suarez and Peter Adams (eds.)

Laura H. Lippman and W. Bradford Wilcox

2014 | Culture & Lifestyles

2013 | Family
The World Family Map 2013:

Care Professions and Globalization

Mapping Family Change and Child

Palgrave Macmillan

Well-being Outcomes

Ana Marta González and Craig Iffland (eds.)

Child Trends
Laura H. Lippman and W. Bradford Wilcox

2014 | Civil society

2014 | Family

Los costes sociales de la pornografía

The World Family Map 2014: Mapa

Rialp

de los cambios en la familia y

James R., Jr. Stoner and, Donna M. Hughes (ed.)

consecuencias en el bienestar infantil
Childs Trends | Social Trends Institute
Laura H. Lippman and W. Bradford Wilcox

2014 | Family

2014

The World Family Map 2014:

10th Anniversary Memorandum

Mapping Family Change and Child

2004-2014

Well-being Outcomes

Social Trends Institute

Child Trends
Laura H. Lippman and W. Bradford Wilcox

2015 | Culture & Lifestyles

2015 | Family

The Thriving Society: On the Social

Being Human in a Consumer Society

Conditions of Human Flourishing

Ashgate

The Witherspoon Institute

Alejandro Néstor García Martínez (Author, Editor)

Harold James and James R. Stoner, Jr. (editors)

2015 | Family

2015 | Family

World Family Map 2015: Mapa de los

The World Family Map 2015:

cambios en la familia y consecuencias

Mapping Family Change and Child

en el bienestar infantil

Well-being Outcomes

Childs Trends | Social Trends Institute

Childs Trends | Social Trends Institute

W. Bradford Wilcox (ed)

Laura H. Lippman and W. Bradford Wilcox
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Highlights 2016
January 18, 2016

A Call to Invigorate Society
This book encourages readers to strive towards a society that is not merely decent
but dynamic. The decent society is based above all on the proper respect for the
human person, but also on firm principles that allow firm and decent government
and the institution of the family. In a dynamic society, other institutions, notably
the firm and also the university cultivate dynamism. Co-Editor Harold James pleas
for a plan for action and engagement by people who are in existing institutions families, governments, businesses, universities, churches – to think how their places

Harold James

can better accommodate the human personality in its full dimensions.

February 19, 2016

“Either We Control Facebook or it Will Control
Our Whole Life”
Luciano Floridi argues for the right to be forgotten, advocating limited
public availability of Internet content about private individuals. “If
individuals don’t have a right to be forgotten, populaces won’t have one
either. Many years down the line, the children and grandchildren of those
who lived through a civil war would see on the Internet those who killed and
were killed, and so we would never heal the wounds of past wars. We must
put the past behind us.”

Luciano Floridi

March 21, 2016

Four Grants for the Master’s
in Social Science Research
The Social Trends Institute study grants were awarded to students committed
to writing their master’s thesis on studies of fashion, the cultural impact of
globalization, family policies, or care professions. The aim was to help these
students develop the methodological tools and analytic capacity to carry out
quantitative and qualitative studies of social and cultural situations, as well as to
lead interdisciplinary studies in a wide range of businesses and public and private
organizations.
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HIGHLIGHTS

April 29, 2016

What’s Driving Growing Inequality
in the United States?
In this debate held at IESE in NY, Naomi Cahn argued that shifts in the
economy—from declines in non-college-educated men’s real wages to growing
income inequality—have played a central role in undercutting the stability of
family life among working-class and poor Americans. Brad Wilcox contended
that the cycle begins the other way around: that it is the breakdown of marriage
that has left less-educated Americans particularly vulnerable to family instability
and single parenthood, thereby fueling family poverty, income stagnation, and
economic, racial and gender inequality.

May 17, 2016

Have Values Fallen Victim
to the Culture Wars?
Ethicist and professor of law and medicine Margaret Somerville expands
on her latest book. She describes two competing and largely incompatible
worldviews that have radically different answers to important ethical
questions. She frames the culture wars as largely a crisis of conflict between
respect for individual autonomy and protection of the common good,
calling upon readers to look beyond the individual questions to their ethical
underpinning.

Margaret Somerville

June 13, 2016

World Family Map Report Highlighted
at the United Nations
Speaking at the fourth annual commemoration of Global Parents’ Day at the UN,
W. Bradford Wilcox presented conclusions from this and last year’s World Family
Map reports to an audience of some 200 diplomats and NGO leaders. He pointed
to research that shows that families headed by a mother and a father have the best
chance of success. For instance, growing up without a father in the home, boys
are more than twice as likely to wind up in prison, and girls are six times more
likely to become pregnant. Moreover, two-parent families “often have more time,
money, attention, kinship support and stability to give to their children.”
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HIGHLIGHTS

July 18, 2016

“Refugees want to begin anew. We have
the opportunity to invest in their future”
Christine Mahoney’s book The Failure of Hope tells the story of many failures: the
failure of current humanitarian responses to effectively care for the displaced, the
failure of rights advocates to effectively fight for the rights of the displaced, and
the failure of the international community to pay attention of tens of millions
of people living at the edge of existence. Her research collected data on all 61
protracted displacement crises worldwide, taking her into 7 conflict zones on 4

Christine Mahoney

continents.

August 04, 2016

“Businesses can be a great help in achieving
the Sustainable Development Goals”
Companies can contribute greatly to achieving the sustainable development
objectives, through policies of decent and inclusive employment, promoting gender
equality, innovation, sustainable industrialization and resilient infrastructures. Many
are already developing specific plans aimed at achieving the SDG, integrating them
into their strategy, not only from the corporate social responsibility perspective, but
rather through its own business activity. A responsible private sector committed to
sustainable development is indispensable for growth, productivity, innovation and
job creation, all generators of large-scale development and poverty reduction.

Paloma Durán

September 05, 2016

What Unique Moral Questions Are Raised
by Pregnancy?
Dr. Helen Watt explains her view that while some moral concerns that apply to
pregnancy apply to human beings more generally, there are also concerns unique
to pregnancy, permitting or restricting decisions of various kinds that might
be made by the woman or those around her. The woman is not a mere ‘foetal
container’ or even ‘helpful stranger’ or ‘babysitter’ to the foetus: her very specific
bodily relationship with the baby gives her very specific rights as well as duties.

Helen Watt
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HIGHLIGHTS

October 24, 2016

“The financial industry is a global franchise, and
governance has limited leverage to impose global
transformations”
Almost every recent fiction or documentary film on financial services acknowledges
the amoral character of the industry. They also acknowledge that the global
public sphere has become increasingly one of shareholders, whose investments
or retirement plans are guarded by their banks. Discussions about virtue become
more complicated in this context, because any moral normative injunction on
the behavior of the industry might affect the profits of those who demand it. The

Constantin Parvulescu

financial industry is a global franchise; governance is mainly national and thus has
limited leverage to impose global structural systemic transformations.

November 21, 2016

Can Faith and Modernity coexist under Muslimism?
There is a new brand of Muslim religious orthodoxy on the rise in places like
Turkey, which seeks to engage modernity through the sincere religious belief
of individuals. Neslihan Cevik uses the term “Muslimism” to set it apart from
other trends. Her book, which she expands upon in this interview, identifies
an important and fertile middle ground between fundamentalism and
secularism.

Nesilhan Cevik

December 16, 2016

If Only Trump Were as Predictable as Reagan
The world with Trump is less predictable, and therefore less stable, because its
problems and its power are more regionalized, as military spending increases.
The US has already lost its status as a reliable ally. Such is Michael Barnett’s
discomforting analysis, shared by the international relations elite. But just because
the worst can happen doesn’t mean that it will. For the time being, Wall Street -the
world’s best information aggregator- trusts that the president elect will not only
lower taxes, but that when push comes to shove, he will take advice from those

Michael Barnett

who are more knowledgeable.
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STI is an independent, non-profit research center
that offers institutional and financial support to
academics in all fields who seek to make sense of
emerging social trends and their effects on human
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